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במעבדה ו מספר פרויקטים הקשורים בניתוח של זכרונות פלאש שיתקיימו בלוחות חומרה יוצע
  בהמשך.   יםארומת שיוצעו במעבדה עבור זכרונות אלו. דוגמאות של שלושה פרויקטים

  
Error Behavior and Characterization of Flash Memories  

  
Background: 

 
Flash memory has become the storage medium of choice in portable consumer electronic 
applications, and high performance solid state drives (SSDs) are also being introduced into 
mobile computing, enterprise storage, data warehousing, and data-intensive computing 
systems. On the other hand, flash memory technologies present major challenges in the areas 
of device reliability, endurance, and energy efficiency. 

 
Flash memory chip is built from floating-gate cells which are organized in blocks. Every cell 
can store one bit, known as single-level cell (SLC), or multiple bits, known as multi-level cell 
(MLC). Each block typically contains between 64 pages and 384 pages, where the size of a 
page can range between 2KB and 16KB. 

 
Error-correcting codes (ECCs) such as BCH and LDPC codes have typically been used in 
commercial flash memories in order to correct cell errors in the memory. However, the ever-
shrinking feature size in flash memory devices and the recent introduction of multi-level flash 
technology has created the need for more powerful ECC methods. This task requires the 
comprehensive understanding of the error mechanisms and error characteristics of flash 
memory chips, which will be the main focus of this project. 

 
Objectives: 

 
The main goal in this project is to enhance the understanding of the physical channel model of 
flash memories, which serves as the basis for signal processing and coding algorithms. The 
objective will be specifically focused on the effects of: 1.inter-cell and inter-page interference 
phenomena during program and read operations, and 2. the data dependent nature of the errors 
arising from inter-cell interference between different cells. 

 
Methods to meet objectives: 

 
We will use in this project an existing extensive empirical database of errors, which will be 
observed during erase, program, and read operations on different flash memory chips. This 

, which is a widely used tool for Jasmine OpenSSD Platformdata will be collected by the 
analyzing SSD performance and characteristics. A key objective in these experiments is to 
mimic the degradation in the reliability of flash memory devices. This is done by iteration of 
the process of erasing a flash memory block, then writing pseudo-random data into it, and 
finally reading it in order to compare and find errors. 
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Flash Optimization via Endurance Codes 
 

Background: 
 
Flash memory has become the storage medium of choice in portable consumer electronic 
applications, and high performance solid state drives (SSDs) are also being introduced into 
mobile computing, enterprise storage, data warehousing, and data-intensive computing 
systems. On the other hand, flash memory technologies present major challenges in the areas 
of device reliability, endurance, and energy efficiency. 

 
Flash memory chip is built from floating-gate cells which are organized in blocks. Every cell 
can store one bit, known as single-level cell (SLC), or multiple bits, known as multi-level cell 
(MLC). Each block typically contains between 64 pages and 384 pages, where the size of a 
page can range between 2KB and 16KB. 

 
The lifetime of flash memories is typically a function of the number of times the blocks are 
erased. However, it also depends on the probability to program the cells. The less 
programmed cells on each write, the better lifetime. Endurance codes are used as an algorithm 
to program less cells on each write, thereby increasing the memory’s lifetime or enable to use 
a weaker error-correcting code. However, these codes also reduce the amount of information 
that can be stored in the memory.  

 
Objectives: 

 
The main goal of this project is to establish a deep understanding on the tradeoff between the 
rate loss and lifetime increase when using endurance codes.  

 
Methods to meet objectives: 

 
, which is a widely used tool for Jasmine OpenSSD Platformuse in this project the  We will

analyzing flash performance and characteristics. Endurance codes will be implemented on this 
platform and the chip’s behavior will be studied. Accordingly,the outcome of the project will 
be an answer to the tradeoff mentioned above and finding the best strategy when using 
endurance codes.  

 
Characterizing the Error Behavior of WOM Codes in Flash Memories   

 
Background: 

 
Flash memory has become the storage medium of choice in portable consumer electronic 
applications, and high performance solid state drives (SSDs) are also being introduced into 
mobile computing, enterprise storage, data warehousing, and data-intensive computing 
systems. On the other hand, flash memory technologies present major challenges in the areas 
of device reliability, endurance, and energy efficiency.  

 
Write-Once-Memory (WOM) codes were first introduced in 1982 by Rivest and Shamir. 
They make it possible to record information more than once in a so-called write-once storage 
medium. These media can be represented as a collection of binary cells, each of which 
initially represents a bit value 0 that can be irreversibly overwritten with a bit value 1. A 
WOM code allows the reuse of the cells and write information multiple times without 
violating the asymmetry writing constraint. 
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Flash memories impose programming constraints that are similar to write-once memories. 
They contain floating gate cells which are electrically charged with electrons to represent the 
cell level. While it is fast and simple to increase a cell level, reducing its level requires a long 
and cumbersome operation of first erasing its entire containing block and only then 
programming the cells. Such block erasures are not only time consuming, but also degrade the 
lifetime of the memory. A WOM code can be applied in this context to enable additional 
writes without first having to physically erase the entire block. One of the costs associated 
with WOM codes is the increase in Bit Error Rate (BER) as a result of writing twice to the 
memory before an erasure.  

 
Objectives: 

 
The main goal in this project is to establish a rigorous understanding of the lifetime 
degradation when using WOM codes in flash memory chips. 

 
Methods to meet objectives: 

 
, which is a widely used tool for Jasmine OpenSSD PlatformWe will use in this project the 

analyzing flash performance and characteristics. WOM codes will be implemented on this 
platform and the chip’s behavior will be studied. 

  


